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NEW KINVENT SYSTEM
INTRODUCING THE

The Physiotherapist’s Solution for Measurable Progress

Increase Patient  
Motivation
Put the fun back into rehabilitation  
with games.

Controlled Autonomy 
for Patients
Create custom-made rehabilitation  
programs with biofeedback.

Objective Data
Move your assessments from  
subjective to objective with  
analytical evaluations.

Track Patient Progress
Highlight your patient’s  
development over time.

Highlight Results
With MyKinvent, share your 
expertise with prescribing doctors 
and patients.

Save Time
Generate reports in 
a single click.

Create full patient files
Personalised reports
Standard premium evaluations
Rehabilitation assistance
Film your patient’s movements with K-Apture
Allow patient access with MyKinvent
Centralise your data with Kinvent Connect











MEASURE

TRAIN

SHARE

ANALYSE

THE APP AND THE SENSORS.

7 CONNECTED DEVICES.
1 REVOLUTIONARY APP.

HOW THE KINVENT SYSTEM HELPS 
YOUR PATIENTS AND YOUR PRACTICE...

NEW MODEL
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Scan This QR 
Code to see  
the Kinvent  
live brochure...

With Whiteley and Kinvent  
The Future is Within Reach

THE KINVENT SYSTEM IS MADE UP OF  
TWO POWERFUL PARTS:

THE APP AND THE SENSORS.

Intuitive from
the get go

Secured
health data

Tests available
600

Accessible on 
all devices

High-speed 
wireless connection

Personalised
Protocols
Create your own  
tests & protocols

TOGETHER THEY COMBINE THE FUTURE OF  
PHYSIOTHERAPY AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE.

PART ONE OF THE KINVENT SYSTEM IS THE APP...

PART TWO ARE THE 7 DEVICES OR SENSORS...

The App Highlights Your Expertise Every Day...

The App Connects with the Sensors...

K–
K–
FORCE 
PLATES K–BUBBLE

PART 
ONE:

PART 
TWO:

THE APP CONNECTS 
TO THE SENSORS...
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KINKITREHABKINKITESS

Kinvent Rehab Kit
Includes everything you need to help increase patient motivation 
and ensure long term patient engagement. The complete range of 
Kinvent devices is at your service in a single pack. This pack also 
includes a one year subscription to the PREMIUM LICENSE.

Kinvent Essentials Pack
The smartest & easiest solution to move you practice from 
subjective to objective. The smart toolkit includes the most 
versatile devices of the Kinvent product line to help you include 
data in your patient’s rehabilitation journey. This pack includes 
a one-year subscription to the STARTER LICENSE.

K-Push | K-Force Plates |  K-Move | Twin Handle K-Push | K-Force Plates | K-Grip | K-Move 
K-Bubble | K-Pull | Twin Handle 

KINDMC

KINDSENS KINDPLATES KINDBUBBLE

KINDLINK

A handy muscle dynamometer equipped with electronic force 
transducers giving real-time acoustic and optic biofeedback on  
your smartphone or tablet through the KFORCE APP.

A connected sensor to assess range of 
motion. With its built-in inertial sensor, it is a 
perfect tool for monitoring the rehabilitation 
of a joint’s functional capacities.

K-Force Plates are the perfect solution for 
measuring static and dynamic balance in 
a wide range of movements like a stance, 
squats and counter movement jumping. 

An innovative pressure dynamometer that 
objectively measures a patient’s ability to exert 
pressure with any body part, as it transforms 
pressure variations in force measurements. 

A pull dynamometer you can secure anywhere. It is the ideal 
tool to assess powerful muscular groups and record in real time 
your patient’s results for specific tests.

$1,446.00

$3,484.00

$5,720.00 $9,776.00

$1,508.00

$1,820.00

$884.00

NEW 
LOOK!

NEW 
LOOK!

THE KINVENT SYSTEM
THE SENSORS:

KINVENT KITS:
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Kinvent Physio Sports Kit
The ultimate solution to assess progress. The Physio Sports Pack 
includes the entire range of Kinvent devices in a single pack 
to offer you a complete toolkit to efficiently measure and build 
progress. This pack includes a one year subscription to the 
EXCELLENCE LICENSE.

KINKITPHYSIO

Search: ACTIVFORCE21300 303 755
wmedical.com.au

K-Push x 2 | K-Force Plates | K-Grip | K-Move | K-Bubble  
K-Pull  |  Twin Handle |  Nordic Accessories x 2 

Jump Frame | Sac de transport

KINANORDIC

Kinvent Nordic 
Accessory
An accessory for the K-Force Muscle 
Controller, it replaces the classic grip & 
allows the dynamometer to be fixed to  
a barbell for support on a stable plane.

$120.00

KINAJUMPF

Kinvent Jump Frame
The Jump Frame is an accessory for 
the KFORCE Plates, it helps stabilise 
the platforms.

$307.00

KINDDELTAS

KINDGRIP

K-Deltas are force plates for advanced biomechanical 
analysis. They are designed for sports performance. They 
are the perfect tool to manage athlete’s return to sport or 
to help them increase performance.

A connected dynamometer to measure grip strength. K-Grip 
was designed to assess and train grip strength. It is an 
essential tool to track grip strength and everything it entails.

$10,036.00

$718.00

$12,376.00

$2,283.00

NEW 
LOOK!

KINVENT ACCESSORIES:

KINVENT LICENCES:

$468 $1,560$780
STARTER PREMIUM EXCELLENCE

Scan This QR 
Code to see  
the Kinvent  
live brochure...

With Whiteley and Kinvent  
The Future is Within Reach

K-Myo (EMG Sensor)
The non-invasive EMG sensor helps 
shorten the rehabilitation process by 
chasing the weakened muscle groups, 
transcending muscle activation and 
tracking patient’s improvement. The 
K-Myo is a portable physical therapy 
device that allows practitioners to collect 
and analyze data on muscle distribution 
rates, reconstruction, imbalance, power, 
and activation.

KINMYOSMALL
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ARCHLINE SLIPPERS
$30.50

VASRELBKW05

ARCHCL35GY

ARCHSL35GY

ARCHPL36GY

Relax Slides Slippers
Pamper your feet indoors with these soft and 
comfy slippers featuring our built-in orthotic 
footbed that helps reduce foot fatigue and 
provides much-needed support around the home.

Archline Slippers - Closed  
(Orthotic Slippers)(Closed Back)
A super comfortable orthotic sole footbed made  
with flexible lightweight materials. Supportive,  
therapeutic and easy to wear.Perfect slippers for  
plantar fasciitis. For indoor or outdoor use. Feature  
a closed back for extra warmth and comfort.

Archline Slippers - Slip On  
(Orthotic Slippers)(Open Back)
A super comfortable orthotic sole footbed made with flexible 
lightweight materials. Supportive, therapeutic and easy 
to wear. Perfect slippers for plantar fasciitis. For indoor or 
outdoor use. Feature an open back for quick access.

Archline Orthotic Slippers Plus  
(With Adjustable Strap)
A super comfortable orthotic sole footbed made with flexible 
lightweight materials. Supportive, therapeutic and easy to wear.
Perfect slippers for plantar fasciitis. For indoor or outdoor use.

W5 W6 W7 W8 W10W9 W11

Womens Sizes:
W5 W6 W7 W8 W10W9 W11

Womens Sizes:
M6 M7 M8 M9

Mens Sizes:

W4

W9

W5 W6 W7 W8

W10 W11 W12 W13

Womens Sizes:

M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12 M13

Mens Sizes:

W5 W6 W7 W8 W9W4 W10 W11 W12 W13

Womens Sizes:

M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12 M13

Mens Sizes:

Pair$49.50
Pair$30.50

Pair$30.50

Pair
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Putty

Black

Archline Rebound Orthotic Slides
ARCHLINE Rebound Orthotic Slides provide optimal  
balance and bouncy comfort to your feet. Ideal for plantar fasciitis 
and other foot conditions. Perfect for recovery and relief.

Features:
•Sports style recovery slide sandal design
•Signature Archline Orthotic Arch Support Structure
•Easy to slide on and off
•Bouncy Rebound EVA Foam sole
•Raised heel for achilles relief and elevated heel drop
•Super lightweight and durable
•Rebound EVA Foam provides superior cushioning,  
 support and comfort
•Bunion Flex Zone for extra bunion relief  
 and forefoot stretch
•Massage bump lined footbed provides  
 proprioceptive feedback
•Super traction sole for extra slip resistance
•Anatomically shaped heel cup for superior  
 stability and balance
•Dual density - strap foam is soft on the skin
•Ideal for foot conditions such as Plantar Fasciitis,  
 Heel Pain, Achilles Tendinitis and more...

ARCHSLIDE

NEW!!!

Sizing Available:

W5 W9W6 W7 W8

W10 W11 W12 W13

Womens Sizes:

M6 M10M7 M8

M11 M12

M9

Mens Sizes:

Colours Available:
BLACK PUTTY

ARCHLINE SLIDES

Pair$27.50
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PILATES SOCKS

66fit Essence Pilates Socks
The Essence Pilates Socks feature non- slip silicon 
dots on the sole. The socks are made of nylon lycra 
and do not hold a lot of moisture like other socks. 
They are designed to create an environment in 
which blisters are less likely to form. They are a 
superior sock which fits the foot like a second skin. 

Victor Sports Pilates Socks
Victor Sports Socks are super thin, made of nylon 
lycra and do not hold a lot of moisture like other 
socks. They are designed to create an environment 
in which blisters are less likely to form. They are a 
superior sock which fits the foot like a second skin.

SOCKESSEN

SOCKVICTOR

Pair$19.95

Pair$19.95

Features:
•Non slip-silicon dots on the sole
•Super flat toe seam construction for superior comfort
•Arch supports
•Lightweight fabric for fast moisture transfer and breathability
•Microfiber nylon (80%) with Lycra ( 20%) for form fit
•Airflow top mesh
•Ankle crease reduction channels
•Y shaped Heel for superior fit
•¼ length height socks
•Size: 5-12 Unisex (One Size Fits All)

Features:
•Super flat toe seam construction for superior comfort
•Arch supports
•Lightweight fabric for fast moisture transfer and breathability
•Microfiber nylon (80%) with Lycra ( 20%) for form fit
•Airflow top mesh
•Ankle crease reduction channels
•Y shaped heel for superior fit
•Non slip silicon dots on the sole, for use as a pilates sock
•½ length height socks
•Size: 5-12 Unisex (One Size Fits All)

Colour:
BLUE/BLACK

Colour:
PINK/PEACH

5 6 7 108 119 12

Sizes Available:

5 6 7 108 119 12

Sizes Available:

NEW!!!

NEW!!!
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Lightfeet Thongs
Meet your new best friend this summer! 
Designed by Aussie Sports Podiatrists, the arch support thong provides 
all day comfort and support. Made from recycled materials, you can feel 
good about wearing thongs, that make you feel good.

•Contoured arch support for all day comfort 
•Reduces joint stress with superior shock absorption 
•Aligns your foot for improved muscle efficiency 
•Stays on your foot, your toes don’t need to constantly grip 
•No plugs = No blow-outs
•TRY THEM ON! You’ll Love Them.  

Floor Stand
1550 x 480 x 540mm.  
Holds up to 60 pairs.

Counter Stand
Holds 8 pairs of thongs.

MADE FROM 
RECYCLED MATERIALS

PODIATRIST DESIGNED
by an Australian Podiatrist 
for the Australian lifestyle

REVIVE 
FOAM®

Cushioned 
comfort –

float 
through the 

day

ARCH SUPPORT
for all day comfort

LFTHONG

LFFLOORSTAND LFCOUNTERSTAND

Sizing Available:

M10/W11 M11/W12 M12/W13 M13/W14 M14/W15

M9/W10M5/W6 M6/W7 M7/W8 M8/W9

Podiatrist Designed Arch Support Thongs

Black

Khaki

Denim

Colours Available:

Navy

Light Pink White

NEW!!! Pair$22.00

$250.00 $125.00

LIGHTFEET THONGS

Scan this QR 
Code to view 
this product:
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Features:
•Powerful strength and conditioning tool designed to unilaterally  
 train the entire lower body
•Features a heavy duty nylon frame, stainless steel 50mm  
 loading bar and custom locking clamp to hold weights securely
•The loading bar boasts 3 positioning options to accommodate  
 various foot sizes and exercise preferences
•The fast fit and quick release adjustable foot strap features  
 5 positioning options to ensure it fits all foot sizes
•The heel support ensures maximum comfort and securely  
 fastens device for exercises such as hamstring curls

Key Benefits:
•Increases ankle, knee and lower leg strength
•Improves jump height, sprint speed and explosivity 
•Improves mobility, deceleration and directional change
•Prevents injuries such as ankle sprains & shin splints
•Great for rehab, recover faster from injuries & procedures
•Unlocks 10+ exercises with 1 tool

The Isotib-LT®
The ISOTIB-LT® is a workout device that you secure 
to your foot, which holds weights to strengthen your 
lower body muscles. Users can progressively add 
weight as they gain muscle strength. It features a 
50mm loading bar and custom locking clamp to 
hold weights securely. The ISOTIB-LT® strengthens 
the muscles of the ankle, knee, shin, hamstrings, 
quads, hip flexors and glutes; making it the ultimate 
multifaceted tool for lower body strength and 
mobility training.

HGGISOTIB

$135.45NEW!!!

Note: Weights sold separately

$102.00NEW!!!
Steel Fractional Plate Set
Fractional Plate Set to be used with the Isotib-LT, Tib Bar 
and Wrist Axe. The set includes a pair each of 0.25, 
0.5, 0.75 and 1kg sizes allowing gradual increments to 
be made easily. Manufactured from high quality steel 
with a very accurate weight tolerance.

ABCFRACSET
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NEW!!!
The Tib Bar
The Tib Bar is an original HGG innovation – a game 
changing strength & conditioning tool designed to strengthen 
the tibialis anterior and the muscles, tendons and ligaments 
surrounding the ankle. Made from laser cut quality steel 
with a matte black finish. It features a stainless steel 50mm 
loading bar, custom locking clamp to hold weights securely 
and the iconic HGG customised rear collar. Also includes 
cushioned ankle support to ensure maximum comfort. Used 
by some of the world's most elite sporting teams & athletes, 
allied health professionals, and military personnel.

Key Benefits:
•An exercise tool used to carry out weighted tibialis raises
•Strengthens the anterior tibialis muscle, which is your first line  
 of defence against knee pain
•Strengthen the muscles, tendons and ligaments surrounding the  
 ankle while simultaneously stretching and increasing the ankles  
 range of motion
•Strengthening these areas improves stabilisation and mobility,  
 which is crucial for recovery from and prevention of injuries
•Helps to improve your sprint speed, jump height, deceleration  
 time and directional change

HGGTIBBAR

$144.50

NEW!!!

HGGWRISTAXE

$108.00

The Wrist Axe
Designed by HGG Performance to be the first of its kind,  
The Wrist Axe is a sleek and universal piece of equipment 
that progressively loads the wrist and hand, building forearm, 
grip and rotational strength through full range of motion. 
Made from laser cut quality steel with a stainless steel 50mm 
sleeve, HGG customised rear collar and a matte black finish. 
Features a custom locking clamp to securely hold weights in 
place, which can be adjusted in seconds allowing you to train 
various exercises in differing degrees of resistance, quickly and 
effectively. It is portable and lightweight, ideal for use in home 
gyms, commercial gyms or outdoor training.
 
Key Benefits:
•Increases forearm, grip & wrist strength
•Improves performance in racket, stick & bat sports
•Improves mobility, flexibility & stability
•Prevents wrist & elbow injuries & pain
•Pumps up your forearms exercises with 1 tool
• Unlocks 6+ exercises with 1 tool

Note: Weights sold separately

Note: Weights sold separately
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PILATES REFORMERSELECTROTHERAPY

Each$41.50

NEW!!!

AllCare ProTens Machine
A regular TENS with adjustable pulse width, pulse 
rate, intensity, modes and an accurate timer of 15,  
30 & 60 minutes, will stop output at pre-setting time.
•Dual Channel
•Hard Carry Case
•Battery Powered
•Adjustable pulse width, pulse rate plus intensity
•Timer of 15, 30 and 60 minutes
•Will stop output at pre-set time
•Compatible with commonly available electrodes

ACPROTENS

ACGEL250  
250ml Bottle x 1

ACGEL250-CARTON  
250ml Bottle x 24

ACGEL5L 
5 Litres x 1

ACGEL5L-CARTON
5 Litres x 2 Pack

BUY 6 & GET A 

10% DISCOUNT

AllCare Ultrasound Gel
High quality contact medium for ultrasound 
transmissions.
•Water soluble non-greasy ultrasound gel
•Hypoallergenic formula that will not irritate tissues 
 or harm the ultrasound transducer
•Spreads evenly and easily
•An effective coupling medium for ultrasound transmissions

Carton of 5 Litres x 2 Packs 
Supplied with 2 Pump Packs

$37.50
Carton of 250ml 

 x 24 Bottles

$48.00
5 Litres x 1 Pack 

Supplied with a Pump Pack

$25.00
250ml Bottle
$2.50

5 LITRES 
NOW SOLD 

AS A 2 
PACK

BULK DISCOUNT


